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Solving the Puzzle of U.S. Government Statistics
Doug Way
Grand Valley State University Libraries

Why Open the Box?
z Federal

Government is one of the
largest producers and compilers of
statistics in the world
z The Federal Government is also often
the only source of statistics on a topic
z The Federal Government makes its
statistics freely available to the public

(most of the time…)

Before You Dump out the Pieces
z

Three things to think about before
you begin looking for governmentproduced statistics
1.

What kind of information am I looking
for?
z
z
z
z

economic, demographic, education, health,
etc.
When using government information you
want to think agency, not subject
z
z

Often multiple agencies produce statistics on a
topic
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Before You Dump out the Pieces
z

Three things to think about…
2.

What format might I find this information
in?
z
z

Will it be online? Often pre-1990s
information cannot be found online.
z
z
z
z

Not always the case
http://www.census.gov/prod/www/abs/de
cennial/1790.htm

Before You Dump out the Pieces
z

Three things to think about…
3.

What level of geography am I looking for
information on?
z
z

State, metropolitan area, city, place, etc.

Looking for Corner Pieces
z Top

Statistical Resources

z Statistical

Abstract of the United States

z
z THE

first place go for statistical information
z
z Statistics from government and private sources
z
z Almost every edition is available online
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS2878
z
z Paper is easier to use
z
z

z
z Related

Publications

State and Metropolitan Area Data Book
z
z County and City Data Book
z
z

Looking for Corner Pieces
z Top

Statistical Resources

z FedStats.gov
z
-agency
z Inter
Inter-agency

- www.fedstats.gov

portal for statistical information
z
z Browse by topic
z
z Browse by state
z
z Search across agencies

Filling in the Edges
z Major

Statistical Reference Sources

z Historical

Statistics of the United States,
Colonial Times to 1970
z
z

http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS55561 (part 1)

z
z

http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS55811 (part 2)

z Digest

of Education Statistics

z
z http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS6878

z Health,

United States

z
z http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS2649

Filling in the Edges
z Major

Statistical Reference Sources

z Uniform

Crime Reports

z
z http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS3082

z Yearbook

of Immigration Statistics

z
z http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS40400

z Agricultural

Statistics

z
z http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS1063

Filling in the Edges
z Major

Online Resources for Demographic
Information
z American

FactFinder

z
z http://factfinder.census.gov

z State

and County Quick Facts

z
z http://quickfacts.census.gov

Looking Under the Table

Any Questions?

